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Gripper's Adventure combines the most challenging puzzles you have seen with the fantasy world of
a little boy and his monkey. They travel to dangerous worlds with magical doors and dangerous

creatures. Will you be able to survive this adventure? Master a variety of puzzles as you travel to the
treasure to get an artifact that will give you vast powers. Will you survive? Created by: DMC

Published by: DMC Games, Inc. Android Version: A brand new adventure game in 4k with 60 glorious
puzzles. Puzzle games are awesome! As you play through this new adventure game, you will solve

puzzles for survival and make decisions that might determine your future. Will you find the treasure
that lies at the end? Features 10 different games - Solve puzzles, escape from enemies and solve
new challenges as you progress. 60 puzzles Nice graphics - Animated character and puzzle rooms
beautifully done in 4k resolution. Free puzzle updates(more puzzles post launch) Can be played on

both touch screen and keyboard or mouse Can be played on tablets and phones An adventure game
with 20 challenging puzzles in 4k. Puzzle games are awesome! As you play through this new

adventure game, you will solve puzzles for survival and make decisions that might determine your
future. Can you survive this adventure? Features 10 different games - Solve puzzles, escape from

enemies and solve new challenges as you progress. 40 puzzles Nice graphics - Animated character
and puzzle rooms beautifully done in 4k resolution. Free puzzle updates(more puzzles post launch)
Can be played on both touch screen and keyboard or mouse Can be played on tablets and phones

Brand new puzzler! An adventure game in 4k with 24 challenging puzzles. Puzzle games are
awesome! As you play through this new adventure game, you will solve puzzles for survival and
make decisions that might determine your future. Will you find the treasure that lies at the end?

Features 12 different games - Solve puzzles, escape from enemies and solve new challenges as you
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progress. 24 puzzles Nice graphics - Animated character and puzzle rooms beautifully done in 4k
resolution. Free puzzle updates(more puzzles post launch) Can be played on both touch screen and

keyboard or mouse Can be played on tablets and phones Featuring over 100 challenging

GameGuru - Camping Pack Features Key:
Four game modes: solo, ranked, AI and team.

Enjoy over 120 unlockable stars, skins and gear.
Online leaderboard.

Two action game modes as marathon challenges: Time Trial and Target.
Stunning High-Resolution Art (HRA) and Video support (playable from any resolution).

Game Modes
Solo - Robot will fight you to a finish Solo + AI - Give Robot a fight, but there's a purpose Ranked - Be
number one Team - Another Robot will kick you when you're down

Robot Features
Four game modes: solo, ranked, AI and team Enjoy over 120 unlockable stars, skins and gear Online
leaderboard Two action game modes as marathon challenges: Time Trial and Target
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